[Reconstruction Research for Gas Concentration and Temperature of Flame Based on Algebraic Reconstruction Technique].
We specify water vapor among combustion products as the target gas based on tunable diode absorption spectroscopy in this paper. The direct absorption signals of water vapor after being processed can be used to calculate the gas concentration distributions and temperature distributions of the combustion region of methane and air flat flame furnace via algebraic reconstruction technique (ART). In the numerical simulation, reconstruction region is a grid of five by five, we assume a temperature and water vapor concentration distribution of 25 grid, then simulate different direction laser rays which cross the combustion region, generating projection of each ray, by ART reconstruction algorithm, it turns out that the temperature and water vapor distribution reconstruction error is less than 1%. In the experiment, we chose a distributed-feedback laser to scan the target gas H2O7 153.722, 7 153.748 and 7 154.354 cm(-1) as absorbtion line pair to measure temperature of the flame, we consider the former two line as one absorbtion line. By Stages multi-directional scanning, the authors abtain 16 different regions distributin of temperature and gas concentration of furnace when we collecte 30 different angle data by spectral data processing, reconstruction algorithm, two absorbtion line ratio method for temperature sensing, finding the temperature and water concentration are higher in the center than in the edge, it turns out that the reconstruction algorithm is good enough to achieve the distributions of gas concentration and temperature of the combustion region.